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Abstract - Due to the importance of electrostatically actuated method used in MEMS, pull-in phenomena of devices needs more 

investigation. Effects of cantilever beam sizes on pull-in voltages are analysed in this work. Numerical simulation by using finite element 

software COMSOL Multiphysics is provided to analyze the pull-in phenomena. The results show that pull-in voltages will increase a 

little nonlinearly as gap between cantilever beam and ground electrode increasing. Initially, as the gap increasing, pull-in voltage increases 

with larger rate. But the increasing rate will decrease as gap increasing. If the gap is larger than 2 m, the increasing rate will become 

almost constant. That is, the pull-in voltage will increase linearly like as gap increasing larger than 2 m. And the pull-in voltage would 

increase linearly like for beam thickness increasing. Gap and beam thickness have almost the same effect on pull-in voltage. However, 

the beam width has the tiniest effect on pull-in voltage comparing with the other parameters. It is found that the pull-in voltages are 

almost the same as beam width increasing. And pull-in voltage decreases nonlinearly as beam length increasing. For the longer beam 

length, the pull-in voltage will reaches a limit values as beam length increasing. The beam length has the most significant effect on pull-

in voltage. 
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1. Introduction 
Micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) is important for its reducing size, weight and power consumption of devices 

and being actuated by miniaturized by components and system. Therefore, it is widely used and has massive products. The 

MEMS devices have many commercial applications, such as micro-switches, pressure sensor, micro mirrors, mass sensors, 

micro energy harvesters, micro resonators, and biosensors. For actuators, there are some driving methods used. The devices 

can be actuated using thermal [1], piezoelectric [2] or electrostatic methods [3-4]. Where the electrostatic actuation is mostly 

used for its simplicity, small space and negligible mass as well as accessibility to high frequency actuation [5-7], where the 

electrostatically actuated method is often utilized in MEMS. However, for electrostatically actuated MEMS, the terrible pull-

in phenomena will happen in MEMS as devices being actuated. The pull-in phenomena are an unstable dynamic behaviour. 

As applying and increasing voltages on actuators, the electrostatic force will increase nonlinearly as gap between electrode 

reducing. However, the elastic force increases linearly. As the gap reaching a critical value, the electrostatic force is larger 

than elastic force. The two electrodes will close to each other very fast and finally contact. The phenomena are called pull-

in phenomena. The pull-in phenomena will destroy the devices or diminish performance of actuators. Therefore, how to 

avoid pull-in is very important. Although this phenomenon is the main principle of the performance of micro-switches [8], 

it is impediment to appropriate performance of devices such as resonators, pressure gauges and so on. [9]. Therefore, 

investigating pull-in is significantly prior to design and fabrication of MEMS. Moreover, nonlinearity is an important topic 

of MEMS dynamics [10]. The size effect on pull-in phenomena is important in MEMs. A study by the experimental and 

theoretical comparisons of pull-in deflection of the beam [11] is investigated. The Taguchi method is also used to optimize 

the design of the cantilever beam [12]. The statistical ANOVA method was used to simulate the deformation caused by the 

electrostatic force. It was found that the main factors affecting the displacement of the cantilever were the size of the 

cantilever beam. The nonlinear differential control equations with Hamilton’s principle are derived [13]. The results show 

that the smaller the size of the cantilever beam, the much easier of pull-in phenomena happening. The nonlinear equation of 

motion is derived and analysed [14]. The pull-in instability and nonlinear dynamics of the microcantilever are discussed. It 

is concluded that the cantilever beam sizes have significant effect on pull-in voltage and dynamic response. Due to the 

importance of electrostatically actuated method used in MEMS, pull-in phenomena of devices needs more investigation. 
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Effects of cantilever beam sizes on pull-in voltages are analysed in this work. Numerical simulation by using finite 

element software COMSOL Multiphysics is provided to analyze the pull-in phenomena. 

 

2. Numerical model 
A typical cantilever beam is shown in Figure 1 (a). The length, the width and the thickness of the cantilever beam 

are L, w and t, respectively. The initial gap between the cantilever beam and ground electrode is g. The upper cantilever 

beam is the actuating electrode for applying voltage. The substrate beneath the cantilever beam is used as ground 

electrode. Using a finite element method software COMSOL Multiphysics as simulation tool, the numerical model is 

shown in Figure 1 (b). The numerical model is automeshed as shown in Figure (c). After applying voltage, the cantilever 

beam will be deformed. Its deflection will be expressed in different collars as Figure (d). The material of the structure 

is single crystalline silicon.  Its material properties are expressed in Table 1. As Figure 1 (d) shown, the maximum 

deflection happens at free end of cantilever beam. When the applying voltages increase, the deflections at free end also 

increase. If the deflection equals to the gap size, it means the pull-in phenomena happen. The applying voltage is called 

pull-in voltage. The effect of cantilever beam sizes on pull-in voltages can be investigated by the numerical model. 

 

 
(a)                                                (b) 

  
(c)                                                   (d) 

Fig. 1: (a) Schematic of the cantilever beam. (b) Numerical model. (c) Automeshed numerical model. (d) Deflection of cantilever 

beam.  

 
Table 1: Material properties of single crystalline silicon. 

 

Property Name Value Unit 

Relative permittivity εr 11.7 1 

Density ρ 2330 kg/m3 

Young’s modulus E 170109 Pa 

Poisson’s ratio ν 0.28 1 
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3. Results and discussions 
Effect of cantilever beam sizes on pull-in voltages is shown in Figure 2 (a) to (d). Figure 2 (a) shows the effect of gap 

on pull-in voltage. Under the same size of the cantilever beam width, thickness, and length, it is shown that the greater the 

gap, the larger the pull-in voltage. As shown in this figure, the pull-in voltage increases a little nonlinearly as gap increasing. 

Initially, as the gap increasing, pull-in voltage increases with larger rate. But the increasing rate will decrease as gap 

increasing. If the gap is larger than 2 m, the increasing rate will become almost constant. That is, the pull-in voltage will 

increase linearly like as gap increasing larger than 2 m. And the pull-in voltage would increase linearly like for beam 

thickness increasing as shown in Figure 2 (b). Gap and beam thickness have almost the same effect on pull-in voltage. 

However, the beam width has the tiniest effect on pull-in voltage comparing with the other parameters. As shown in Figure 

2 (c), it is found that the pull-in voltages are almost the same as beam width increasing. The effect of beam width on pull-in 

voltage is not so significant comparing with gap and beam thickness. And pull-in voltage decreases nonlinearly as beam 

length increasing as shown in Figure 2 (d). The pull-in voltage decreases quickly when beam length is short. However, as 

beam length larger than 120 μm, the pull-in voltages decreasing rate become smaller and pull-in voltage would approach a 

limit value. Therefore, the beam length has the most significant effect on pull-in voltage. 

 

 
(a)                                                                                                      (b) 

 
(c)                                                                                                      (d) 

Fig. 2: (a) Effect of gap on pull-in voltage. (L = 50 μm, w = 4 μm, t = 2 μm) (b) Effect of beam thickness on pull-in voltage. (L = 50 

μm, w = 4 μm, d = 2 μm) (c) Effect of beam width on pull-in voltage. (L = 50 μm, t = 2 μm, d = 2 μm) (d) Effect of beam length on 

pull-in voltage. (w = 4 μm, t = 2 μm, d = 2 μm). 

 

4. Conclusion 
Effects of cantilever beam sizes on pull-in voltages are investigated. The width of the cantilever beam has the least effect 

on the pull-in voltage. Different beam width would have almost the same pull-in voltage. The length has significant influence 

on the pull-in voltage. The pull-in voltages will nonlinearly decrease as beam length increasing. Pull-in voltage will increase 

as beam thickness and gap increasing. And the increasing rates for gap and beam thickness are similar. Their relations show 

linearly like increasing. 
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